Do business
on your terms
with AT&T
Online Fax
Multi-line.

Easily manage, reduce costs, and enhance your
productivity with AT&T Online Fax Multi-Line
AT&T Online Fax Multi-Line meets the cost and security needs of a
growing enterprise, delivered as a scalable, cloud-based solution.
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Introduction
Cloud service adoption has grown significantly
over the years as companies look to provide
their workforce with tools that allow for
increased levels of mobility while maintaining
the highest levels of security. The shift to the
cloud can also yield businesses significant cost
savings, enhanced productivity, and flexibility.
With this change, business leaders need to
ensure that their companies maintain the same
level of reliability and security when moving their
business practices online.
The global Online Fax market is projected to
grow at a CAGR of 13.06% from 2020 to 2027.i

92+8
61+39

92% of enterprises say their
IT environment (infrastructure,
applications, data analytics, etc.)
relies on the cloud, predicted to grow
to 95% in 18 months.ii
61% of IT leaders cite cost-cutting
initiatives as the reason to move to
the cloud.iii

Fax as a technology remains an accepted means
of transmitting confidential and legally binding
documents while upholding security and other
privacy protocols. However, the transmission
of important documents needs to conform to
growing demands of a highly mobile workforce
and fitting into a cloud-based document
management workflow.

The adoption of enterprise online fax is being
driven by specific needs in different industries,
an increasing need of cost-effective fax
solutions and a rising demand for digitalization
especially during the ongoing COVID-19
epidemic.
AT&T Online Fax Multi-Line at a glance:
•

Implement pooled multi-line fax to hundreds
to thousands of users quickly and costeffectively with a solution that is scalable to
meet the growing demands of business

•

Eliminate hardware reliance and provide
mobile access for employees

•

Protect business with improved security,
redundancy, and disaster preparedness

•

Maintain control with user administration,
usage reporting and workflow customization

•

Keep costs down with flexible, pooled plans

•

Meet strict governmental regulation
compliance requirements, including HIPAA

•

Transfer (port) existing fax numbers and
provision new numbers

This whitepaper takes a deeper look at fax,
cloud-based options versus traditional means,
total cost of ownership (TCO) models and
government state and industry regulations
pertaining to security and compliance.
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Key differences: traditional fax/fax server and multi-line online fax
Traditional fax/fax server

Security and compliance

Online Fax Multi-Line

•

Publicly accessible; limited
tracking and auditing

•

Fax-to-email transmits
documents directly to recipients

•

Dependent on vendor and
infrastructure

•

Our encrypted fax service satisfies
the technical, operational, and
administrative requirements of
HIPPA

Outbound/inbound fax
transmission

•

Dependent on provider, most
send/receive features supported

•

•

Some application connectors
offered at extra cost

Attach multiple file formats via
email client or web portal
Send to multiple recipients
simultaneously

Cost

•

Hardware and software capex

•

•

Ongoing maintenance, overhead
and software costs

•

•

IT resources required to manage
hardware and provide end-user
support

•

Single administrator manages
user accounts

•

Users can be bulk added through
managed set-up

•

Unlimited scalability with volumebased pricing

•

Reliable data center with
leveraging redundant load
balanced virtualized servers
across all aspects of the fax
service (transmission, database,
document conversion and
encryption)

•

Geographic redundancy with
Disaster Recovery

•

T.38 Internet Fax Codec for
reliable cloud-based faxing

•

Dynamic call profiling for
enhanced transmission reliability

Redundancy and scalability

•

Technical resources required to
perform security patches and
back-ups

•

Outages/recovery efforts

•

Expansion requires additional
capital and operational
expenditure: servers, fax modems
and phone lines

•

Multi-line administration

4

•

Overhead is accumulated during
use and downtime

No capital or hardware
investment
Eliminates overhead and
employee maintenance/outage
recovery costs

•

Departmental and user set-up
requires third-party installation
or custom development and
maintenance

•

Admin set-up and management
of multiple user levels and
individual users

•

Multiple physical locations require
separate infrastructure instances

•

No dependency on physical locale

•

•

Available data encryption

Usage reporting and cost
management with admin
monitoring
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Privacy, security and redundancy
Organizations rely on fax as an essential way to communicate and share confidential information within and
across departments in multiple physical locations. Some examples of documentation that might benefit from
fax transmission include:

•

Electronic Personal Health Information (ePHI)

•

Billing information

•

Contracts, financial reports, and forms

•

Social security numbers and HR documentation

•

Invoices and purchase orders

•

Tax documentation

•

Documentation requiring a signature

This type of documentation is often subject to governmental regulation and personal data privacy laws.
Companies need to ensure they adhere to security measures to protect the data of their company and
employees to avoid immense financial and legal penalties.
Traditional fax and in-house fax server infrastructure may have existing security gaps, and poses physical
vulnerability, redundancy challenges, and business continuity and disaster recovery risks.

Government and industry
regulations

Online fax multi-Line security
and compliance

Government and industry associations regulating
corporations’ business practices have established
requirements for customer privacy, record-keeping
and reporting of sensitive data. Organizations
are held to the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) within the health industry,
the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act affecting financial
institutions, and other similar laws protecting our
business and private data.

Regulation and law compliance can be achieved
through improved infrastructure, repeatable
processes, and auditability of cloud-based fax. Beyond
meeting key security compliance requirements,
fax-to-email resolves privacy threats by sending
transmissions straight to recipients’ inboxes. This
direct transmission translates into instant accessibility
of important transactions via any email or Internetenabled device, including smartphones and tablets.

Traditional and server-based fax configurations face
many limitations in meeting regulations:

AT&T Online Fax Multi-Line also addresses regulation
requirements with multiple measures:

•

•

Encryption: Fax documents can be encrypted in
various formats for protection of sensitive data.

•

No user authentication: Traditional fax may
not track by user or account when sending or
receiving fax, creating no chain of custody.

Archiving: Allows for an audit-trail of incoming/
outbound transmission, viewable online or via
email faxes and confirmations.

•

Limited tracking: Traditional faxing may not allow
tracking, auditing and ability to reproduce faxes
for verification.

User authentication: Multi-level admin and user
system architecture results in access rights and
username/password authentication.

•

Physical security: Eliminates the archaic, publicly
accessible “fax room”, instead transmitting data
directly to intended recipients.

•
•

Unsecure access: Physical, printed copies of
confidential faxes could be viewable and open to
unauthorized persons with access to a public or
shared fax machine.
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Employee mobility and productivity
AT&T Online Fax Multi-Line meets the unique
business requirements of organizations that have the
need for multiple fax accounts and a large monthly
volume of transmissions. Scalable plans with large user
and volume capacity can be customized to meet your
needs.
At an administrative level, organizations can manage
users across a single plan with shared usage. User
management allows administrative users to create and
manage users on your fax plan.
Scalable, multi-level administration allows you to:
•

Simplify the management and administration of
the user population, as everyone shares a single
usage plan.

•

Support as many toll-free, local, or ported numbers
as needed.

•

Aggregate usage amongst all users, lowering the
cost versus paying for individual fax accounts.

Organizations must provide the means to work
efficiently wherever travel, customers or meetings take
employees, without being constrained to a geographic
location or fixed hours. Being limited to an office or
LAN network is a growing constriction on employees
working to secure customers, sign deals and deliver on
responsibilities.
Smart companies equip a mobile sales force, remote
employees and a bring-your-own-device business
culture with innovative means to be as productive out
of the office as they would be in the office.
By using AT&T Online Fax Multi-Line, employees can
securely send and receive essential documentation
at any time, in any locale—in short, condensing
the business cycle. AT&T Online Fax Multi-Line fits
seamlessly into accepted the business workflow of
sending and receiving email, enabling instant employee
adoption. Employees are no longer barred by the
physical limitations of legacy fax.
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User functionality
•

Send faxes anywhere in the U.S., Canada and the Caribbean
and receive faxes from anywhere in the world

•

Options to port existing U.S. local and toll-free fax numbers

•

Option to add new toll-free and U.S. Local fax numbers

•

No software installation required

•

Anywhere access through a simple online interface

•

Contact management with CSV upload

•

Full functionality, including folder management (inbox, sent
faxes, outbox), cover page settings, contact management
and personal preferences

•

Browser and email compatible

•

Send and receive faxes as email attachments in any email
client (Webmail, Outlook, Gmail, etc.) on any device

•

View and download faxes from email or the Online Fax
interface in PDF or TIFF format

•

Send popular file formats, including: PDF, MS Word (DOC,
DOCX, XML), MS Excel (XLS, XLSX), MS PowerPoint (PPT,
PPTX), TXT, SVG, SVG Tiny, EMF, WMF, CGM, BMP, PNG, TIFF,
JPEG, JPEG 2000

•

Select and manage cover pages

•

Faxes are archived and securely stored in your Online Fax
interface for one year

•

Faxes received to email are stored until deleted

sFTP support / workflow

•

Incoming faxes can be received over sFTP to allow for
workflow management within other enterprise document
management systems

Additional features

•

Send fax to up to 20 individual fax recipients simultaneously

•

Receive email confirmations on outbound fax

•

Auto-resend attempts on incomplete outbound fax

Dedicated fax numbers

Intuitive online fax interface

Fax sending and receipt

File support

Secure archiving and storage
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Implement cost savings and other benefits
While managing in-house fax server architecture allows organizations an element of ownership and
control, businesses are fronting substantial upfront capital costs in hardware and software. Factoring
in operating expenditure of resource consumption (energy, networking, telephony, paper, toner, etc.)
and time-loss, the cost per fax can be significant year over year.
In-house solutions require ongoing labor costs in providing continuous management and support;
many organizations employ a full-time or fractional employee dedicated to server maintenance.
Fax servers also tend to incur variable and often hidden costs associated with consumption and
overhead. The aging machinery is increasingly difficult and costly to maintain.

AT&T Online Fax Multi-Line eliminates up front and
hidden costs:
•

Hardware capital, renting and maintenance

•

Hardware support costs

•

Land lines and long-distance charges

•

Power, paper, and ink consumption

•

Wasted personnel time

In the case of in-house fax servers, AT&T Online Fax
Multi-Line also eliminates:
•

Server capital, maintenance, and integration costs

•

Cost of deploying and supporting redundant system
architecture in case of outage

•

T1 networking and telephony costs

•

Vendor support fees

•

Training and engineering maintenance

Implementing AT&T Online Fax Multi-Line will reduce
costs significantly, freeing up IT resources and continued
hardware investment. Staff will be able to access
important documents via email and archived in a secure
online portal.

Consider: Increasing paper consumption is largely driven through the business sector. The ambition
to implement and advertise on “green” business practices is an additional driver on top of security
and mobility in the growing adoption of online fax.
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Deploying online fax multi-line
AT&T Online Fax Multi-Line fits seamlessly into
the accepted business workflow of sending
and receiving email, enabling instant employee
adoption.
Implementing AT&T Online Fax Multi-Line helps
replace legacy fax infrastructure with a SaaS
service for transmitting and administering fax
traffic. Online Fax also supports on-demand
scalability and eliminates the reliance on
analog fax lines, servers, software support and
upgrades or fax machines.
Deploying AT&T Online Fax Multi-Line is simple,
with number porting capabilities, simple
provisioning, and managed migration from your
current fax system.

Number porting
AT&T Online Fax Multi-Line supports local
number porting. Number porting allows users
to keep the fax number they have had for years
and ensures uninterrupted service during the
transition to online fax.
Customers need to provide a signed Letter
of Authorization, which will be processed and
submitted to the network service provider,
Number Portability Administration Center
(NPAC) and original carrier. You will receive
notice your number porting is scheduled once
approved, including the day and time when
the port will occur so you can begin using your
online fax with your existing fax number.
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Conclusion
Core business functions are moving to the cloud; cloud adoption has become a critical component
of your business processes to empower your workforce and engage with customers, prospects, and
stakeholders.
Fax remains a critical component of your document workflow. AT&T Online Fax Multi-Line will
easily enable your business to accept and deliver legal documents, especially those protected by
government legislature.
Move your fax to the cloud and trust AT&T Online Fax Multi-Line to deliver efficiency across your
workforce, reduce your costs and help keep your data private and secure. Call AT&T for your custom
quote.

i Verified Market Research. Global Online Fax. Market size, status and forecast to 2027. 2020.
ii IDG. 2020 IDG Cloud Computing Study. 2020.
iii Datometry. Why Are So Many Enterprises Moving to the Cloud? 2018.
iv MGMA. Time warp: The lingering legacy of fax in medical practices. 2019.
v Check Point. Attacks targeting healthcare organizations spike globally as COVID-19 cases rise again. 2020.
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